Rain Due Today
rain es peeled today. High yesterday
%%a* 61. High today will he 65.
Low yesterday was 46. Low
this iiiii ruing was lit. Gentle
southerly winds this afternoon.
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A representattse trom Ylerte
Norman Cosmetics and Joseph
Magnin will de iiiii nstrate hairpieces at 3:80 p.m. in HI today. The demonstration Is part
of AWS Women’s Week dethitiCV and is open to all SJS
students.
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Former San Jose Mayor

Police Chief Allows
Spider Sales Here

Last Resort Tuition Fee
May Be Levied Trustee

By Cans KOEOLE
Spitler magazine returned to SJS yesterday under dear skies
and it dean hill of health frifill the San JOSC Police Department.
Siete Starr, 20, SiS journalism student a lm imported the
magazine from Cal last Friday to "test freedom of expression
here" brought an additional 500 copies to Sevenths Street yesterday. He sold them all iii less titan two hours.
Spider is a ItirkiIis
publication edited and published by
U.C. students. It has been the center of recent controversy at Cal.

AWS Studies
’Senior Keys’
Establishment

U.C. PROBLEM
The problem at U.C., where administrators forbid the sale of
Spider on campus, grew out of
the use of an allegedly obscene
four-letter word.
The "word" did not cause a stir
at SJS. The question in San Jose
revolved around the need for a
proper city permit to sell Spider
on Seventh Street.
Originally Starr was informed
that a waiting period was necessary to obtain the permit while the
appl i c an l.’s fingerprints were
cleared through Washington, D.C.
Yesterday, however, Starr was
issued the permit without the
usual delay. San Jose Chief of
Police Ray Blackmore personally
waived the finger print check and
vouched for Starr’s moral character.
NO OUTBREAK
Chief Blackmore presumably did
this to prevent any FSM-type taii
break in San Jose.
Starr and another SJS journalism student, Pat Hefterman and his
wife, Julie, consulted with lawyers
and decided to sell Spider on Seventh Street without a permit.
The Heffernans pooled resources with Starr to bring Spider
to campus.
80-100 copies
The or
brought to SJS were sold in less
than 10 minutes late Friday afternoon on Seventh Street without
the city permit. Starr indicated at
that time he planned to return
st,terday with more entries.

Questionnaires have been sent
to all approved living centers by
the Associated Women Students
In an effort to gather information
on establishing "senior keys" at
SJS.
Completed questionnaires should
be returned to the Student Activities Office, ADM242, tomorrow.
AWS is conducting the survey
at the request of Student Council.
"We hope to have the forms
returned by tomorrow so the results may he tabulated," Marilyn
Lincoln, chairman of the AWS
judicial board, said.
The "senior key" questionnaire
asks for ideas on who should be
eligible for "key" privileges.
It also seeks information about
rules governing the operation of
the "key" program in each living
center.
The questionnaire states that a
"Senior Key Board" would administer the program under the
auspices of the AWS if the "key"
program is adopted.

ASB Candidates
To Present Views
At Demo Meeting
ASH presidential aspirants will
participate in a symposium sponsored by the KIS Democratic Club
Thursday in T1155 at 3:30 p.m.
According to Stephen Haines,
club president, the nurpose of the
symposium is to have the candidates present their views and platter:es to the student body.
Candidates for president who
alreotly have petitions are Gene
Lokey, John M. Hansen, Chuck
Dyers, and John Hendricks.
’’In addition to the presidential
candidates all candidates for ASB
office are invited to present their
views," Haines said.
A question and answer session
will follow the symposium.

Hairpiece Show

’

Photo by Steve Starr
BUCKLE UP for safety says Anne Ward, safety queen for Circle
K Club’s seat belt drive. Seat belts are on sale today and will
continue through April 2 from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Spartan Bookstore. Seat belts will also be available Saturday from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the installation location located at the parking lot on Eighth and San Carlos Streets. The belts sell for $4.45
and $5.95 with installation. Guaranteed retractors will sell for
$2.25.

UAR ’Walks Out’
Of Regional MUN
The San Jose State delegation
representing the United Arab Republic at the Model United Nations (MUN) staged a walk-out
during the Regional Meet on Saturday at Stanford University,
Jerry Spotter, a member of the
delegation, explained that group
left the General Assembly session
after they tried unsuccessfully to
Several
call an ;),Ij.finnrnent.

Dr. Margaret Mead Comes
To SJS Campus Next Week
Dr. Margaret Mead, leading
will
anthropologist,
woman
analyze "Closing the Generation
Gap," at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
April 8 in Concert Hall during her
two-day campus visit sponsored by
the ASB Visiting Scholar Committee..
Thursday morning Dr. Mead will
hold a press conference and visit
home economics classes. She will
conduct an informal discussion
hour starting at 1:30 p.m., Friday

after a ttending anthropology
classes.
An author and contributor to
19 books based on numerous anthropological exped it ion s, Dr.
Mead is presently serving as
associate curator of ethnology,
American Museum of Natural History, New York,
Dr. Mewl is considered a specialist in education and culture,
relationship between character
structure and social form, family
life, cross-national relations and
cultural change.

other delegations joined them.
Spotter said that this action was
prompted by a bog down in procedure while the Assembly was
discussing the Apartheid policy in
South Africa.
The UAR delegation was in favor of a "strong economic boycott
and political sanction against
South Africa," according to Spoiler. The Assembly, however, ultimately took no action of this
sort.
The Saturday meet was a prelude to the MUN genertal session
which meets from April 7-10 at
Claremont College in Claremont,
Calif.
The SJS delegation consists of
12 students, their faculty adviser,
Dr. Alden Voth, assistant professor of political science; Richard
Quigley, a graduate student in
political science; and their chairman, Con Lebedeff, senior political
science and Russian major.
Those students participating in
the project are: Bill Bennett. Hal
Cushins, Erin Goodwin, Julie HerIsm, Gene Lokey, Bob Sellers, Jerry
Spotter, Steve Thomas, Greg Villamov, Terry Wheeler, Larry Wilson,
and Cheryl Woodward.

By MARK THAYER
We may have to impose "tuition" as a last resort to the dollar
"dilemma" facing higher education in order "to provide education
to all who want it," Albert Ruffo,
member of the State College
Board of Trustees said yesterday
In a Spartan Daily interview.
Ruffo cited three variables that
control higher education in California. They are: Budget, enrollment, and quality of education.
"If budget and quality is fixed,
enrollment varies. If you overload
and jam up by doubling class
sizes, quality suffers," the former
San Jose mayor said.
The alternative is letting in
everyone who wants in and letting
quality suffer.
LIMITATIONS
Ruffo said, "Tuition and enrollment limits don’t solve the problem."
Tuitions were violently opposed
by California student, parent and
educator groups at a public hearing earlier this month.
The San Jose attorney said it
"floors" him that some campuses
can say the don’t have the "confidence in the chancellor."
On the current salary crisis he
indicated that a similar problem
"may occur agisin."
Budgets are made far in advance of the time the money has
to be spent.
This puts the state colleges in
the position of "prognosticator" of
what may happen.
By the time the money is spent
many costs change. If the item
was paper, not so much would be
purchased and we’d have to get
along without, he indicated.
The San Jose attorney indicated

Russian Writing
Book Discussed
By Prof Today
the New Writing in Russia,"
edited and translated by Thomas
Whitney, will be the topic of tomorrow’s Book Talk to be given
by Dr. Marion K. Richards, associate professor of English.
The review will be given in
cafeteria rooms A and B at 12:30
p.m.
Whitney has written a number
of books about Russia. Some of
his works include "The Communist Blueprint for the Future,"
"Russia in My Life" and "Khrushchev Speaks," selected speeches
and articles by Khrushchev.

Protection Against Radiation

SJS Fallout Shelters Hold 15,000
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the second in a series of articles
concerning the effects of disasters on SJS.
By JERRY HENRY
A warbling siren wails; suddenly there is a blinding flash, followed by a thundering wind that topples
buildings as a child would topple a sand castle on
the beach. Yet when it’s over, somehow you are still
alive. What happens nest?
This is the big problem, ;seem:ding to Or. troll
A. Kelly, 5,15 professor if chemistry and shelter
teanager for a 1)1111 of the CiiMplIS civil defense plan.
In case of a nuclear attack, thousands of people
who survive the blast will perish needlessly because
if inadequate protection against radiation, he said.
FALI,Dt ’I’ WILL DRIFT
Dr. Kelly, who recently completed a course -rit
shelter management given by the San Jose Civil
Defense Department, said that, according to estimates
by the United Slate Department of Defense. deadly

fallout resulting from an all-out nuclear attack on
this country would drift over thousands of square
miles not affected by the actual exclusions.
If inhabitants of these areas are reasonably prepared, the number of casualties would be greatly
reduced.
Dr. Kelly reVealpd that there are two fallout shelters located on campus. One is the basement of the
Natural Science Building and the other is in the
Engineering Building.
PROVISIONS MR ’72 HOURS
shelters, which mold protect about ism)
students from radiation, are stocked with enough
proviskins to last about 72 hoers, Dr. Kelly declared.
"In case of attack, students west of Seventh Street
should go to the Science Building, and those east
of Seventh Street should go to the Engineering Building," he added.
"These buildings are not blast shelters, but, if
a bomb fell close, they wield provide the best prokstion of any eampus ((CO.

"Our greatest task inside the shelter will he to
quell panic." he remarked.
He said many persons who never have thought
such a situation possible will find themselves in a
shelter and their first response may be panic.
"We really need drills under peace time conditions Si) the whole idea won’t be so unfamiliar."
APATHY TOWARD SUBJECT
When asked why there have been no shelter drills,
Dr. Kelly said general apathy toward the entire subject of civil defense hampers sech projects.
"Most people think that, if the big bombs ever t.,il
radiatinn will kill Nil living things, anyway, so ii.
useless to prepare for such a disaster," he said.
lie added that this apathetic attitude is largely
because most people don’t understand the nature of
radiation.
"A basic understanding of the processes of radiation may mean the difference between life and death
if we are ever unfortunate enough to become involved
in a nitelear war," Dr. Kelly said.

that in the case of the 1.8 per
cent pay cut the state colleges
were guessing the needs, along
with the Department of Finance,
18 months ahead.
Ruffo blamed at least part of
the 1.8 per cent cut on poor prognostication.
SPECIAL MEETING
A special meeting of the state
college board of trustees is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon at
the Los Angeles airport International Hotel.
The prospects of limiting enrollment will be reviewed at that
meeting.
*

*

*

Representing SJS will be President Robert D. Clark and ASB
president Bob Pisano.
ACADEMIC SENATE
The statewide Academic Senate
passed a resolution late last week
favoring enrollment limitations.
An enrollment limitation is not
against the tenets of the Master
Plan for Higher Education as
many people think.
The master plan reads: all students in so far as faculties and
facilities permit.
The faculty salary problem is
not expected to be discussed at
tomorrow’s meeting.
*

*

*

Assessment Opposed
By Academic Senate
A resolution limiting the enrollment of students was passed by
the Academic Senate of the California State Colleges Friday.
The Senate, which met in an
all-day session In the San Francisco State College Downtown
Center, also passed a resolution

Pay Cut
Prospects
Improve
The Assembly Education Committee gave a "do pass" recommendation to Assembly Bill 515
yesterday indicating that prospects of restoring the 1.8 per cent
pay cut in salaries of top faculty
members are not dead.
AB 515, introduced by Assemblyman Robert Crown, differs
from the bill heard by the Senate
Finance Committee.
It permits the state colleges
to use surplus funds from another
area of the budget to make up
the pay cut.
Dr. William J. Dusel, SJS vice
president, called the vote "The
best news I’ve heard all day."
Les Cohen, director of governmental affairs in the chancellor’s
office, said he was "gratified" the
assembly supported "the California State Colleges in their determination to maintain a top caliber
faculty at this critical time of recruitment."
Cohen was the only member of
the chancellor’s staff available for
comment late yesterday afternoon.
He said, "The committee recognized both the seriousness of the
situation and the trustees’ record
of integrity as the overriding factors affecting the restoration."
The bill must still pass the Assembly Ways and Means Committee, the full Assembly. the Senate
Finance Committee and the Senate.
It was in the finance commit
tee that Chancellor Glenn Dun**,
was accused of mismansgement.

Administrator Takes
Job In Inglewood
Francis V. McMahon, administrative assistant to SJS business
manager, has joined the staff ol
John F. Richardson, vice chancellor for business affairs of Califirrnia State Colleges in Inglewood.

vigorously opposing the assessment
of tuition.
The first resolution had three
resolves. The first endorses the
principle of limitation of enrollment to the number of students
"who can be accorded quality education within the limits afforded
by available faculty, staff facilities and supporting services."
The resolution went on to say
the Trustees of the California
State Colleges should give each
college the power to limit enrollment subject to review by the
chancellor and trustees.
The third resolve asked that
measures now in progress to correct the severe budgeting limitations. be sustained.
This first resolution was passed
unanimously.
The second resolution, which
passed by a great majority, vigorously opposes the assessment of
tuition as contrary to the best
interests of the State of California.

Eight Choices Viin
PSA Trip to L.A.
Tom Loo, biological science major, was the winner in last week’s
Sports Picks contest.
Loe won the PSA-sponsored Los

TOM LOO
... wins L.A. trip
Angeles flight with eight correct
entries.
Second place was won by Mike
Sakamoto.
Reimers-up were Mike Wagner.
third: .10m Davis, fourth; Don
Roach, fifth: anti Joel Dunham,
sixth.
Both second place and runnersup w ill receive a pair of tickets
to the United Artists Theater.
This %seek’s Sports Picks contest appears on the back page of
today’s paper.
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Thrust and Parry

THE GUEST ROOM

Gets Boil,
He Will Burn Card
If

In :-fle Nome of litunanily
1110.111 lot Ns.
.01.; Americans for Frees

,..,

If ASB funds ale lent to finance hail for hot-headed SJS
students who could not ()bey
civil law In the South, I will
burn my student body card .
John St Prtrman
till!

The word -hunsaintariatr has been thrown around so olien atul
In so many ways. that It has become pregnant beyond all limbs
of recognition. It has become the watchwool of the left wing and
they have done a rather miraculous job of pushing it into the ak
of the average person’s everyday thought.

used

They have sought to make It synonymous with peace and
opposed to war at all rosts. They have used th, %torsi to glorify
pii%ertv and eastigate is paint.

Students Suggest
Fund for Fuculty

The lot %%iii) has psychologically whipped the mind of dun
American citizen with the word "humanitarian" until he feels
guilty I being a success, of fighting for what he believes in. and
of being better than anyone else in any a;%..
XSilt 11 \

I

1111/1N

,1

.

AFFILIATION WITH PEACE
. Lamed into an absolute by
The word "humanitarian" h.,
siieh my definite ideas
inseparably connecting the word
is peace am’. poverty. The fallacy here is that act.ons, in themsehvs, ate neither "humane" nor "inhumane." War, for being war,
I-. neither. PiAerty, for being Poverty. is neither. It is the purpose
behind the action which makes the action "humane" or "inhumane."
Wars usually are fought to keep some evil, fr
your point of
view, from spreading and controlling the world. l’ou usually compete and try to accumulate wealth so that y
can secure the
future of your loved OOPS, yourself, and your country. One also
torgets that, generally. it Is the amount of work that one does or
the amount that his father humanely and freely gives to him that
determines how rich or how poor he is.
The point which I am trying to make is that "humanitarianism"
depends upon the reasons for actions and I hope that the next time
someone tells you that war is "inhumane" or that poverty is "inhumane," that you will see through this and ask yourself, "why
are we fighting a war and how did these people get where they are?"_.

World Wire
EARLY BIRD COULD CATCH SURPRISE
WASHINGTON IUP1 I If you filed an early federal income
tax return, you could he in for a pt ’saint surprise.
A survey of early lax returns. the Internal Revenue Service
(IRS) said, showed that about one out of every 11 returns contained mathematical errors and in tuo thirds ot the eases, there
was an overpayment.
Refunds will be made, although there will probably be a
delay, IRS said.
Taxpayers are making twice as Many mathematical errors this
year as they did last year. IRS said.
-
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flow has s.;,
1/Pen aellieVed?
By, first of all, understanding the average American citizen. Ile
has a full stomach, a high standard of living. and he is friendly.
The leaders of the left wing see a person who is us ing well and has
enough compassion to wish that everyone else was living well too.
Then, the as erage Joe walks by the Seventh Street Forum with
his compassiim for others hanging oat 20 feet wide!’ makes it
ridiculously easy for some individeal of the railieal left to reach
out, grab thi: person’s coamassion with both hands, and say,
"look at your:elf, you base FVF1’, thing and liat way yi’m have
gotten it has been hi make others poor and to harm milers by
lighting to get it." They tell you that what you Iii loing in "inhumane" and by the time yam leave, you feel so guilty for evil
things you have done, that you wonder if you %% ill c,.er be able to
make it up to those whom you have harmed.
.
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Exploding Population
Frightens Leaders
By MYRON FEINMILBER
United Press InternatiOnal
Tlic world’s population is
grimiii; by 180,000 a day,
a week,

more titan a mill
h3 million a year.

It will double in 33 years,
then double again in even less
that time. This is beginning
I,, scare the leaders of man
kind.
Unchecked population nullifies
progress. Egypt’s Aswan Dam
will be a proud engineering
marvel. When it is completed it
will increase Egypt’s agricultural output by 45 per cent. But
by the time it is completed,
Egypt’s population will also
have grown by 45 per cent.
CRITI(’Al. JOB
students of
Demographers
consider
population trends themselves engaged in an enany
than
more
critical
terprise
which has ever occupied man.
They want to find the way to
check population growth, and
time is running short.
Consider numbers alone. Half
a million years ago, there were
perhaps 100,000 people on earth.
Ages passed before the 250 million level was reached at the
time of Christ’s birth.
Sixteen centuries passed before population reached 500
million. But only 200 years were
_

V(’e,(gate Shopping Center

San Jose

1600 Saratoga Ave.

Phone 297-0920

Phone 379-3051

The New look in design at
Santa Clara County’s most
fashionable jewelry stores

SNCC

required

to reach one billion, by
1850. In the 115 vein’s since then,
to today, it has gone to 3.3
billion. In the next 35 years, it
will reach 7 billion.
125 BIRTHS EACH MINUTE
In 1900, the %solid was adding
40,000 souls a day. Now it is
adding 180,000 a (lay 125 every
minute.
This is comparable to sibling
each year to the world’s population all the people of Denmark,
Finland, Norway, Sweden, Austria, Greece, Chile and Canada.
Forty per cent of those alive
today are under 15 ,years of
age. In 10 years, they will be
parents.
Fifteen years from now, there
will he 100 million more Chinese. 50 million more Russians,
48 million more Americans. The
number of Mexicans will have
grown from 40 million to 70 million.
LIVING IN STREETS?
Where will all the world’s
new people live? In a new
book, "The Silent Explosion,"
just published by Beacon Press,
author Philip Appleman asks if
Calcutta is tel liming. "the city
of the future."
"When you walk the streets.
of Calcutta," he writes, "you see
gaunt and half naked men bathing at public water taps; women huddling over little piles of
manure, patting it into cakes
fuel; children emnpeting
%.it h dogs for refuse; hundreds
-1 thousands of homeless people
1.,ing in the streets, shaving in
the streets, having their teeth
pulled in the streets and sleeping in the streets."

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusively for
THE COLLEGE MAN

My wife and I feel that something must be done by us students to show the State Legislature, Executive, 81111 People
that we are not willing to see
the reputation of San Jose Stale
College or the dignity, quality,
and morale of our faculty lowered over pecuniary matters. We
refer to salary.
Faculty morale is declining.
Our professors also are too dedicated, dignified, and intelligent
to resort to radical means ih
resolving their problems.
What can students do? There
are political solutions that take
time hut which must. nevertheless, be considered. We feel that
political pressure at this time is
inappropriate. Resides, why wait
when we ean art now?
To show our concern and intention to aet, my wife and I
have assessed ourselves the sum
(if $20 which was given to President Clark Friday, March 26,
and which will continue to be
given every year after our graduation to be set aside in support
of our professors and college.
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search in the classrooms of San
Jose State.
If we promise to be very
quiet and not disturb ..nyone.
will you let us use thy iihrary
one in mu while?

We suggest our classmates
also voluntarily assess themselves any amount for this fund
which has been established in
the ()dice of President Clark at
our insisignee. ’Rh’s fund could
be shifted to our Student Council it the students so desire.

Ron Christensen
.5511 it 11481.1

This is an opportunity for all
of us to show our appreciation to
the fatuity and school which
have provided us with kin education. If any individeals 1.r groups
are allele:OM, please phone or
come into die Security Office at
purking gathe Se% I111
this toI,,Ils new
r:we to
41111 WI/1111While 1110,1,1

I Hernandez
Ar
Lyntie 1111‘11111/11IPZ

Student Calls Others
’Apathetic

I

A ItrItr!
111!/41

Unclassified G;.ad
Gripes About System
t.ditor:
On this campus there are thii.i
of us who il, nit consider oilyselv( s raw materials for the
business interests of this state.
Sooty of us have been graduated,
but realize WP ate not yet educated. We seek not only to
assert sin OW’ plaPPS in the
scheme of things, but to recognize and understand the scheme
of things itself.
We seek not licenses (M.A.,
M.S., etc.) but knowledge. We
were taught, and believed, that
to be educated is its own reward. However, the policy makers have now deemed us expendable and we no longer will
be allowed to minima, our

EXPERT
LUBRICATMN
ALL OTHER CAR SERVICES
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

PURITAN OIL CO.
6th aKEyEs

Athletes’

Editor:
The students are so apathetic
at Sati Jose State that they re(we to help even themselves.
The intramural spirts program
is the only program in the at
department that offers
every male, regardless of his
capabilities, the opportunity to
participate in the sport of his
choice.
This Is especially pathetic
when one realizes that SII2,225
(that’s ci g h t, S112.2251
is
pumped Into die sports 1/1-1/K111111
PV(TY year.
ftlehard Smith
A4172

***********************!
SMART STUDENTS **

If

you earned a "B" average ;

* in your FALL SEMESTER you
receive an EXTRA 20%
discount or savings
$50- *
$150 on
This scholastic discount is in addl. sl
lion to 2 -car, compact-car and
* driver training discounts offered
only through STATE FARM IN- *
SURANCE.
CALL

of
CAR INSURANCE. ;

PAUL J. SCOLA
Off. 266-5908

Res. 266-5908

special
li(tees years ago, our
Company pioneered the
idea of an internship
program for college
students interested n.,
life insurance Carel
Time has proved
its worth.
Our campus agents are
trained while they’re
still at school, given a
chance to make a proper
career decision before
graduation. 37% of
those participating in
this program, in the last
10 years are currently
enjoying successful
careers with the
Company in sales,
supervisory, and
management spots. 22%
of the Company’s 50
top agents began their
insurance careers while
college students.
We think our campus
internship program is
pretty specialso do
others. We’d be glad to
more about it.

tell you

Ian
Ron De ’,limner
Former Spartan Grid Star
says

Reichmuth C.L.U. ’57

Tom Niemann ’63
Cleopatra. with

I Bought My

John Byde ’64

feminine guile.
Said to Tony. "Let’s barge
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San Jose
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Shopping Center
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down the Nile!"

because

"To Angelo’s for a

....Guaranteed by a top
Company
....No War Clause
....Exclusive Benefits at
Special Rates
....Deposits Deferred
until you are out of
school.

For Your
COLLEGEMASTER
outline ... Contact
Jim Horget
Darwin Shoop

John Mack

716-6700
505 So. 10th St.

Tom Heflin ’64
Jud Bird ’65

Spaghetti feast?"
"That’s

right."

Cleo

said,

Dick Flanagan ’65

twice nodding her head. "It’,
all

you

can

eat.

Ray Terry ’65

spaglietii.

unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon...she’s

Butter served. too. The 81.00
price just right for you."
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...that’s the kind of aroma she likes being close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp,
Old Spice.

tangy, persuasive.

sauce and meat. Bread and

ANGELO’S STEAKHOUSE
72 East Santa Clara Street
San Jose, California

masculine

North 4th Street

Phone 297-5707

waiting.
1.25 & 2.00
...that’s the way it is
with Old Spice
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New Program Set
In Elementary Ed.

PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERMartha Allshouse (center), student activities adviser at SJS, is taking notes on proceedings at
a Marina Sultan crowning ceremony at Mindanao State University in the Philippine Islands where she was sent as a volunteer.
She was one of the first volurteers selected from the Santa Clara
Valley. A Peace Corps team from Washington, D.C., will visit
SJS March 28 through April 3.

To help combat the teacher
shortage, the Elementary Education Department is offering a
post -bachelor’s program leading to
o general education teaching credential which must be completed
t* the end of the 1965-1966 academic year.
The Elementary Education Department asks that applicants have
a bachelor’s degree with a major
and minor area of study from an
occredited inst it at ion.
This program is designed apecif Malty for those students who
have been enrolled in some education courses and who had 60
semester hours by July 1, 1963,
and who expect to qualify for an
teaching
elementary education

Feeling Towards People
Breaks Down Barriers
"The time you know when you
are really succeeding is the time
when an individual says he doesn’t
like you and you can say you don’t
like him," said Martha Allshouse,
Peace Corps volunteer and present
activities adviser at SJS.
"When an individual likes or
dislikes you as an individual, that
is when the national barriers have
been thrown away."
Miss Allshouse, SJS graduate,
was sent to the Philippine Islands
In 1961 as an elementary school
aid to teach science and English,
but ended up teaching English at
and university
the high
level as well.
Miss Allshouse’s largest project
was helping build Mindanao State
University, the second national
university in the Philippines.
As a previous resident adviser
at Hoover Hall and Royce Hall,

helped establish dormitories
otal did a lot of public relations
work.
When asked about the hardest
part of her work, she replied, "The
hardest thing is not doing anything
at all.
"At first you just sit, talk and
just get to know the people so you
can find out what their problems
are. If you see something they
need you can’t do anything about
it. You have to talk some more
in order to get them to do it for
themselves.
"Peace Corps is hard work and
I W01 1111Y1’1 advise it for everyone."
To be a satisfied Peace Corps
volunteer, she suggested you have
those four basic qualifications:
you must not be afraid of failure;
you have to realize that you are
not going to change the world;
you can’t be afraid of boredom:
and you have to be able to fit
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A stirring book
by the Director
of the
Peace Corps
and the War
on Poverty

POINT
OF THE

LANCE
by Sargent
Shriver
16 pages of illustrations
At all bookstores.
Cloth, $4.95. Paper, $1.45

ROW,
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"This book combines the
vision and hardheaded,
practical touch of its author,
one of the ablest new figures
in public life of our generation. It is a book to give
courage and hope to the
anxious and fearful, and to
confirm the faith of those
who see what a great future
lies before mankind. If
Sargent Shriver’s ringing
words could be read by millions as I hope it will be
it would advance the cause
of peace and tell Americans
more about their true selves
than any book I have seen
in many a year. It is a distinguished and thoughtful
book by a shining personality."
DAVID E. LILIENTHAL
"An extremely valuable resource and contribution in
the War on Poverty around
the world and in our own
backyard."
PROFESSOR
PATRICIA SEXTON, New York
University

NP W York, N.Y. 10016

into a culture different from your
own.
When asked about a rewarding
experience, she replied, "One day
one of the fathers of a fourth
grade pupil in San Jose Community School where I taught walked
three miles to hear his son read
to him.
"Another moving experience was
when I was just about to leave
for home in 1963. The teachers at
Polangui High School gave me a
farewell party at which they
sang ’God Bless America.’"
Since Miss Allshouse has returned to the United States, she
has given over 80 talks on her experience as a volunteer.
"One of the purposes of the
Peace Corps is to come back home
and correct some of the misconceptions Americans have about
foreign countries."
Miss Allshouse graduated from
SJS in 1961. She was voted outstanding senior in her class and
received the Who’s Who award in
both her junior and senior years.

Journalism Grad
Receives Award
For Cal Series
Marilyn A. Bell, SJS journalism
graduate, shared first place honors in the Tappe Award with
three other Bay Area students last
Friday at the Press Club in San
Francisco.
Miss Bell received the award
for ii series of articles on the FSM
demonstrations at Cal.
The award is presented to a
student journalist who, through
his writing, contributes to the
teachings of the "Sermon on the
Mount." It is sponsored by the
Association of Catholic Newsmen.
Miss Bell, who is presently undergoing Peace Corps training in
Puerto Rico, was represented at
the event by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Hell of San Jose.
At the same time, Scott Moore,
junior journalism major and Spartan Daily News Editor, was awarded an Honorable Mention in the
February General News Competition of the William Randolph
Hearst Foundation.
Moore was awarded a foundation scroll for his article concerning a birth control study being
conducted by Dr. Charles W. Porter, assistant professor of Biology
at SJS.

Local Clergy To Present
Report on Selma March
"Report on Selma and Montgomery," a panel discussion by
local citizens who participated in
last week’s civil rights march in
Alabama, will be held tomorrow
at 8 Am. at Christ Church Unity,
1148 University Ave.
"Speakers will enumerate their
motives for going, their observations and experiences and reactions to what happened in Alabama," the Rev. Lee Norment,
pastor of Christ Church Unity,
said.
"Every effort will he made to

DON’T SKIP
THIS AD

help the audience experience with
the speakers the inspiration and
unity of purpose that was shared
in Selma and Montgomery," he
said.
Freedom songs will be sung, and
the public will be invited to question the speakers and express personal viewpoints on the value of
such civil rights activity.
Speakers will include the Rev.
Norment, the Rev. John Emerson,
Dr. Jerome Lackner, Father Thomas Frye, Sister Patrice of St.
Gregory School, Dr. and Mrs.
krthur Johnson, the Rev. Sam
I ’..t erman, Father George Kutches,
.,t her David Crump, Dick Weston
of the Los Gatos Unitarian Felltm
shop and Andrew Montgomery ou
San Jose chapter of CORE.

AU inteniews will be held at
the Placement Center, ADM284.
Check at center for time of up’1 MORROW :
Wells Fargo Hank: business, accounting, economies, liberal arts
majors fur positions in security
analysis, financial analysis and
trust department. Citizenship re
quired.
Social Security Administration:
social science, political science,
etc. majors for positions as claims
representative trainees. Citizenship required. Work in Northern
California.
Royal Globe Insurance: all majors for positions as casualty, fire,
inland marine insurance underwriters, special agent trainee for
field represen t a live. Permanent
visa required. Male only. Work in
San Francisco or Los Angeles.
rink corporation: business administration majors for positions
in procurement, materiel, industrial relations, staff services. Citizenship required. Male only. Work
in Palo Alto,
International Harvester: mechanical engineering majors for
products engineer and plant engineer.
Arthur Young and Company: accounting or master’s with degree
in accounting. Positions in staff
accounting with opportunities in
audit, tax and management servives. Citizenship not required.
tieneral Electric Credit Corporation: business administration
majors for positions as sales
trainee, finance. Military must be
completed. Male only. Work in
Bay Area,
U.S. Steel Corporation: industrial, mechanical, electrical engineering, industrial technology
majors for positions in plant management trainee program leading
to staff and line management.
Citizenship required.

FORCE
MONEY
FOR
TALENT
We have numerous and various
positions available during the
summer months. TASK FORCE
needs and offers interesting
temporary assignments.

.41110.

Spartaguide

TODAY:
Spartan Christian Fell.., chip.
9 p.m., 1114 Speaker.
Circle K Club, 1:30 p.m., College
Union.
Social Work Club, 3:30 p.m.,
C11164. Special guest is Sidney
Girshman, psychiatric social worker at Angews State Hospital.
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., Memorial Chapel.
Spartan Shields pledges, 6 p.m.,
cafeteria
A riaB.
honorary librarianship society, 3:30 p.m., LN306.
Pershing Rifles, 2:30 p.m., B40.
Staff meeting.
Industrial Technology Society,
7:30 p.m., cafeteria A. Speaker is
Richard Deweese, Food Machinery
Corporation (FMC). Films of
FMC projects.
Alpha Lambda Delta, 4 p.m.,
F0104.
Ilillel, modern Hebrew classes,
2:30 p.m., College Union.
Spartan Spears, 6:15 p.m.,
ED118.
AWS, 4 p.m., College Union.
Cabinet and executive.
Newman Club, 7:30 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth. Lecture series continues
with Prof. James Robertson, University of Santa Clara, speaking
on "Money and Harmony in
Marriage."
Social Affairs Committee, 1 p.m.,
ADM229.

Menlo Castellano, 1230 pm.,
southwest eornel
Flying 211, 7 LII lU’. C11110
Math Society, 7:30 p , E112314.
TOMORROW:
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., ED.331.
Pledges meet in College Union.
Chews Club, 2:30 p.m., H17.
Special pre-tournament meeting in
preparation for Swiss -style tournament.
Newman Club, 8 p.m., 79 S.
Fifth.
Geological Society, 7:30 p.m.,
A133. Dr. Arthur D. Howard, executive head of Department of
Geology, Stanford University, will
speak on "Fluvial Development
of Landscapes."
II Circulo Italian, 7:30 p.m.,
EL420. SJS student t ’a lin Micheletti will sing classical Italian
songs.
Gamma Della, 7:45 p.m., First
Immanuel Lutheran church, 374
S. Third.
Tau Delta Phi, men’s honorary
fraternity, 7:30 p.m., home economics lounge. Speaker.
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Car Insurance
Going Up?
Try Our New
Student Rates!

Your local agent ED LION
will be-1d to discuss rates
with you.
5191 CAMDEN AVE.
Phone 269-5191
24 HR. SERVICE

Look for
Our Sign
Why Pay More??
7 REGULAR BURGERS 99c
Bonus:
FREE 10c Cold Drink
With Every Bag Full

HOLIDAY 15c BURGERS
4th and San Fernando
Across from Library

with.
FaraPress
Never
Need
Ironing
They’re ironing while
they’re drying

Lightweight, finely
woven dress-up
slacks with all the
advantages of
permanent press
creases stay in,
wrinkles stay out
always look neat.
This sturdy spring
fabric is tailored for
discriminating
college men.

Register now
NO FEE
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DIVISION OF STATISTICAL
TABULATING CORPORATION
12 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA
SOS BANK OF AMERICA

SURGERS,)
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Rabbi Joseph Weinberg, assistant rabbi at Temple Emmanu-El
in San Francisco, will speak about
his trip to Selma, Ala., tomorrow
at 12:30 p.m. in TH55.
Rabbi Weinberg was one of six
rabbis from San Francisco arrested in Birmingham, Ala., while participating in a march to Montgomery, Ala,
Rabbi Weinberg’s appearance is
sponsored by Robert Greene, instructor in English.

TF MFT
TASK

_

Rabbi To Discuss
Birmingham Arrest

Students * Student Wives
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credential under the old four-year
program.
The Fisher legislation states
that students’ degrees and credential requirements must be completed by September 1966.
Students planning to enroll under this program are asked by the
Elementary Education Department to apply for admittance to
the college by April 15, 1965.
Further details about this program may be obtained from Dr.
Lowell Keith, head of the Elementary Department, or I rom
other department advisers.

lob Interviews
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SJS Contralto Sings for Others

New Music Head Comfortable, Dignified
on Ow
s
nd
counsel of Dr. Snyder, who, in
his opinion, "has so effectively
administered the department
over the past 10 years.
"As well as a fine department
head, San Jose Music Department has one of the finest faculties I have ever seen," Walters
said.
"The department has many
famous graduates and a stu-

Its .411,:ltItl BROWN’
Flue Arts Editor
Dr. W. Gibson Walters, a
comfortable, but dignified personality has been appointed to
head the Music Department in
place nf the retiring Dr. Hartley D. Snyder.
Dr. Snyder will be devoting
his full time to teaching.
I:. . ,..,t1Itl he
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continue this record of achievement.
"In order to keep the supply
equal to the demand, we are
recognize talents in specialized

Met* commented.
When asked what changes or
developments would take place
within the department itself,
Walters said there would be no
changes made, but only expanr

Spartan Daily
Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS, 11
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CHARTERS: N.Y.Si 35. R T. N.Y.Lvrope
AUTOMOTIVE (2)
TIRE CHAINS - Sales & Rentals. Baul
Navarra & Lehmann Bross 1837 S. In.
294:0204.
57 YOLKS. Clean. $350. Must sell. 2953872.
HONDA ’eS C8160. 5 mo. old. Stock &
SCR exhausts, beaf clutch. helmet. 2435049.
CORVAIR 60 - 4 dr., 3 spd. $550 or
best offer. 24P-6317 aft. 5 p.m.
’64 HONDA SO, model C -I10. 600 mi.
$225 or best offer. 286 6411.
’511 CHEW - 348, Auto., R&H, HT, all
power. raw trans., new brakes. $500. Tom,
298-0203.
’64 HONDA 90. Like new. Used 21/2 mos.
258-851’. C. A. Bw-der.
u., V 6 our... Clean. $650.
’57 CHEV.
251,94 /5,
FOR SALE in
WEDDING invitations. 300 for $29
Wedding Press 295 0946 .
- HANDMADE SANDALS - 167 E.
FILING CABINET. Fr drawer. $20. 2539668
CHILDREN’S CLOTHES. Good quality.
Inexpe
t, 3. Household
items: end tacks. oureaus. 253-9668. Aft.
5.
SMITH CORONA TYPE., Zerath A.M.

$30 MONTH - Clean rooms, 1/2 block
SJS. Kitchen, lie. on., showers. No lam!
wt.:. Utilities pd. 292-1327.
UNAPPR. I BDRM. APT., wtr. & gbg pd
674 S. 9.n. 286 3933. $85 mo.
SINGLE RMS. $35. Double $30. Kit. priv.
Surdeck. rec. room. TV, Barbecue patio
Lime House, 621 S. 6th. 292-1895 & 295
5666.
NEED I MALE to share unap, house v 5
others. $25 mc. 295-7527.
STUDENT WILL SHARE HOME e,
dent or grad. 253.3667.
LARGE NEW 2 bdrm. furn, apt., irnrn.H
occupancy. Garage, laund. facil. 546 5
5th. Call 294.3810.
HUGE ARTISTIC FURNISHED I bdrm.
apt. on Williams St. 241-8174.
GIRL TO SHAKE STUDIO with same.
540. 293-0484. 617 S. 9th, No. 7.
DELUXE I BDRM. APT., wiw crpt., drps.,
elec. kit., h. pool. Furn. or unfurn. Avail.
now & summer. $85 up. After 6. 2958680 or 241-5793.
I GIRL needed to share apt. 1 blk. from
SJS. $43 mo. 293.2538.
NEED I male rm.-mate to share 2 bdrm.
apt. Pool. $32.50 mo. Ph. 297-8661.
2 MEN STUDENTS: Extra lqe. gviet rm.
pd.). 2 baths kit. priv., rr.
61’ 5. 6th Cr 726 S. 5th.
1HE SANDS - Reduord rotes for 2 or
3
- 29’ 4604.

d. ampiifier. F.M. TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Work
guaranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577.
69e1
AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
’67 Bailey, 286-5386, 449 W. San Carlos.
TYPING - Term paper, thesis, etc
HELP WANTJED (4)
Pica electric. 243-6313.
PROGRAMMED LEARNING AND SPECIAL FOR STUDENTS, boys or girls
TEACHING MACHINE
Ick,-ta Sewing, fitting, designing and tailoring
293-5009.
On op ,
scld rat
i
Lends ft.
-d. See M TYPIST - Neat. fest corrections made
,’ay boe11
Erzrt of
.np..s. 9 to 5 p.m.
HASHER
TRANSPORTATION (91

2 SCOTT
, .
TYPEWRITERS

HOUSING (5)

WANT RIDERS TO SEATTLE, En.., 71.

MOTHER OLSEN S BOARDING HOUSE
-Men. Best
in town. New apt
units. Linen & maid seer. Kit. & laund.
Moil. 3 We. 122 N. 8th, CV 5:9504.
$20 rol,
I BEDROOM APT., living rm. paneled.
547 S. 1 1 th. Mgr. apt. 4. 295-8101.
2 BR. APT. NR. SJS. w/crool. $100 Par
& up. 797 8977 or 286-5398.
NOW RENTING Student Housing. Im.
mediate orrupenry. Convenience. Low
rates. Also taking appli. for summer ren
tel. Sum. Rates. 695 S. lith. 286-3057 8
241-1000.
2 ROOMS - I req. 41aki. I ler940 Yr/
privt. shower. Cooking opt. $35 & $40.
Girl over 21. Call eves. & wknds. 22
9105.

.

4

DR. W. GIBSON WALTERS has been appointed new head of
the SJS Music Department, to follow Dr. Hartley D. Snyder, who
hes been head of the department since 1955. The appointment
made by President Robert D. Clark will be effective Sept. I, 1965.
planning to develop further the
recruitment program," Walters
declared.
In this same facet there are
plans to develop and expand the
scholarship program in order to

Working at a resort high in the Alps
In exciting, healthful and protitebie.

WORK IN
EUROPE

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS,
1206, San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif.
CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION:

To place an ad:
’N
Call at
I
Classified Adv. Office - J206
\
\
MWF 9:30-3:30
,
T-Th 10:30-3:30
Send in trendy order blank. Enclost
cash or check. Male check out tc
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
N kt
7Q4..64114. Fes haas

Starting

Whatever your needs in the way of
auto services, from a tankful of gas
to an engine tune-up, you can be
sure you’ll get prompt expert attention at reasonable student rates.
OIL CHANGE
LUBRICATICN
WHEEL BEARINGS
PACKED
BRAKES ADJUSTED &
RELINED
TIRES BALANCED
ENGINE TUNE-UP
Corner of 8th and William St.

USE
SEAT

BUY SEAT BELTS

BELTS

March 29 - April 2
Installation April 3

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each addl.
banal tine

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50 $2.00
2.25 I 3.00
4.00
3.00
3.75
5.00

.50

.75

Address
(So of days) Enclose

Car Wash: 25’
A

Prlitt ,on ad hare:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces tor Each LIM)

Phone

IN the Spartan Book Store
by the CIRCLE K SERVICE CLUB

SAVE YOUR LIFE. BUY SEAT BELTS

1.00

new idea
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By DANIEL 110%% AISD
After his cosmic triumph
With Tom Josses, Tony Richardson has returned to his lowerbudgeted,
black and white
themes, and come up with a
moving if somewhat sticky,
story of an Irish convent girl
and her affair with an older
man. As with his earlier works,
the dazzling English director
deals with scenes of domesticity,
employing his usual heavy-handed lyricism.
Girl with the Green Eyes, suffers from adolescent self-consciousness, but the performance

’Reynard the Fox’
Opens This Week
At College Theater
"Reynard the Fox," translated
from the French play by
Marie -Louise Roelcnts
of Arthur Fauquez’s satire on
folk tale animal characters, will
be presented by the SJS Drama
Department Thursday and Friday in the College Theater.
Curtain time is at 4 p.m.
Two more performances will be
given on Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
and 2 p.m.
The play is designed for family
audiences of adults and children
both.
The department’s selection for
the spring children’s presentation offers comedy and adventure played by animals with
human frailties.
Written to be understood on
two levels, the play is directed
by Ken Dorst, assistant professor of drama.
David Kahn, SJS drama major, stars as Reynard. Settings
are designed to appear much
as the medieval fables are illustrated in early pi(’tures.
Tickets are on sale at the
College Theater Box Office from
1 to 5 p.m. daily.
Admission is 50 cents for
adults and children.

Principles of Jazz
Given in Lecture

TOP GRADE 6,000 LBS. SEAT BELTS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES. ALL COLORS:
PS TRACTORS

CLASSIFIED RATES

o

Rua AL

AT THE
SIGN OF
BETTER
SERVICE

STOP

SMART
sA I/ ’_;r:iVEPS

EJ Announcements (1)
(3 Automotive (2)
1:1 For Sale (3)
0 Help Wanted (4)
12 Housing (5)
o Lost and Found (6)
Personals (7)
o Services ON
E] Transportation (0)
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HERB’S

RIDE WANTED
- EAST San Jose
Vs’
hours 8:30-5.30. 251.5248 aft. 6 kr=
WANTED: Ride cs Mode:to. Fri. 9.
s 1
- - -WANT TO SHARE DRIVING horn

Minimum
Two lines One time 1Three times Five times
Onetime 50c a line 2Se a line 20c a line

2
3
4
5

sion where situations demanded it.
"In addition to the advice of
Dr. Snyder, I am anxious to set
up an advisory council representing various areas of concentration, such as music education, performances. music literature. and music theory," he said.
The immediate past president
of California Music Educator’s
Association has served on the
SJS music faculty for 18 years.
The 5’7" musician is a dynamic individual. but subtly so.
He speaks softly in conversation,
but precisely.
Dr. Walters is currently conductor of the Santa Clara Sym!,-.11..1 which will perphony. (
ening.
form i
isiesorrwtosemenamerimme

Chevron Station

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg -You can still get a summer job in
Europe and a travel grant through
the American Student Infornmbon Service. ASIS is also giving
every applicant a travel grant
at least $250. Wages are as high
as $450 a month. Such jobs as I’.
colt hotel, office, sales, factorv,
farm, camp and shipboard work
are available. Job and travel gra 1.:.
applications and full details al.(
a-ailable in a 36 -page booklvt
which students may obtain la.
sending $2 (for the booklet mid
airmail postage) to Dept. R, AS’S,
552 Ave. de Is Liberte, Luxemboui.
Ciiy,tirand Duchy of Luxerabour,;.

?

To buy, sell, net, or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

JENNIFER CHASE
. . . contralto singer
ata" by Verdi. She will also do
an understudy role of Adelaide
in "Arabella" by Richard
SCsatiss.

Tom Jones Man Directs
Girl With the Green Eyes

LOST AND4OUND (6)

LOST: 11th St. 1311
German Shep.Lab. Reit’. mix. 286 6017
LOST: ALPHA PHI BETA PIN - Gcld
w blk. face. Gold letters. 294-9814.
LADY’S Square Gold Wech. Ernie
SURF BOARD
97 , must Band. Keepsake. 3.2465. Calf’1 McKee
RE 94370.
lc
47
FOUND - Man s Bicycle. hie,ify. Par
LARGE 18 ROOM HOUSE, encel.
fr, AO. 293.2515.
Near
292 0752.
TAPE RECORDER
SERVICES lit

1’ II 1(4711 11111115il, bt21011?
nifer Chase goes on stage. she
paces the floor to ease the nervousness that grips her. But
after the first note fills the air,
the git tory feeling suddenly
vanishes.
"Before I even begin to sing,
I remember that I am performing for the benefit of others and
that God gave me my voice to
use humbly and not boastfully,"
she said.
The San Jose State contralto
voice major anxiously awaits this
summer, when she will journey
to New Mexico to participate
in Santa Fe Opera Company’s
Apprentice Artist Program.
SELECTED FROM 28 SYATES
"Being selected to sing in this
program is quite an honor," she
pointed out. Singers from 28
states auditioned, with only 17
singing positions to fill. Miss
Chase said 90 auditioned from
New York alone.
While in Santa Fe she will da
the Mk‘ of Annina in "I.0 Traci -

cur washing...

The SJS International Student Organization was treated
to an informal lecture and demonstration on the principles of
jazz Friday.
The talk was presented by
Brent Heisinger, a former SJS
student, who currently works as
an arranger for the SJS Marching Band during football season.
Heisinger was primarily concerned with the elements and
the basic principles of jazz in
the western culture.
- - -

of Rita Tushingham (for whom
the film was expressly written)
makes it a valuable statement.
Her portrayal of the meloncholic Ugly Duckling (as Jo. in
A Taste of Honey) is poignant
and beautiful.
Kate meets Eugene (Peter
Finch), an adventurer-poet. when
her friends drive up to his place
to drop off a dog they have
trained for him.
Starving for romance and
sophistication, she schemes to
get him alone for tea and succeeds. But Eugene, worried,
reveals this credo) "I don’t want
to get involved." But he does;
Kate does not know about his
wife and daughter in New York.
The gangly girl and the
worldly man live in bliss; (on
the beach he tells her, "Yotlie
like a lemur- -a beautiful night
animal with big hungry eyes).
FOUND OUT
Kate’s parents get wind of the
affair, come to fetch her from
the gory rough red hands of sin,
and bring her home. They even
send a priest to exorcise her.
With a piercing scream she runs
away, back to Eugene. Later,
her father, uncle, and the local
gentry call on the lovers, and
want blood. Fortunately, Eugene’s housokeeper saves the
day and Eugene, just prior to
his crucifixien with a shotgun.
I The I rust ra t ed would -be -avengers later right the wrong by
heating rip a clunk Jehovah Witness in the street.)
As in all his work, the comedy
serves to advance the plot, and
intrinsic to the text, is more
hilarious (e.g. the fight in the
mess hall in 1.0111.1O11,0i Of the
Long-Distance Runner). Kale.
when Eugene is dining at her
landlady’s, drops a cigarette
down her bosom which is expediently put out by her friend
with a handy pitcher full of
milk.
HilaiArroINTING FINALE
The ending of the film is one
(if its biggest ’ disappointments.
Eugene has left for New York,
and Kate peaks and pines, waiting for his return. Then we see
her, a little more grown up,
talking with college boys as they
enter a classroom, and Kate tells
us a little about her new life.
The End: too easy an out, I
think.
But the film is certainly worth
seeing, if just for Miss Tushingham. She recently was on Broadway, and brought home with
her a tstylish?) American
accent which sneaks and creeps
about her Irish dialogue. She,
like Berginan’s actors, seems to
know the inner workings of the
mind and heart of her director,
and next time, hopefully, her
director will do a little better.
-
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Do-it-yourself and use our materials!

Students Over 20 Years Old

Have a lot of trouble washing your ear in the dorms or in the
apartment driveway? In fact, do you just have a little time to
do your car? Come on down to Almaden Sparkling Car Wash
. . . for a mere 25c you can put your car through a detergent
also vacuum
cycle, clear wash cycle, and dry your car off .
cleaners and chamois towels are available. Come out today and
give it a try!

New LOW Auto Insurance
Rates With A-I Company

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111%
ALMADEN SPARKLING

Ask for: Auto Insurance

CAR WASH

t:

.1
lOpposife Hawaiian Gardens) =
= 1 535 Almaden
7i111111111111111111111111111iiiiIiiinililliiiiiiIIIIIIIII011111111111111117

Call 379-1422

.13 Sc’: pi,,cing in the Northern
California Regional Metropolitan
Opera auditions in Berkeley last
June, Miss Chase went to Los
Angeles in February to compete
with contestants from California,
Nevada, and Arizona.
She was chosen as a finalist
in Los Angeles, and it is her
hope to try again soon tor a
winning.
Other singing engagements
have included working in the
Bach Chorale in Carmel’s Bach
Festival for the past three summers.
She sang for the Santa Clara
Philharmonic Orchestra in November. Dr. Gibson Walters,
professor of music, sponsored
her. "He has been firmly behind me and has encouraged me
to continue singing," said Miss
Chase.
The contralto singer was one
of three soloists chosen to sing
with the SJS College Symphony
Orchestra in 1962. She has also
sung in the "Messiah" for the
last two years.
SINGING ACTIVITIES
Other singing activities include the a cappella choir and
Choraleers. She also sings for
the Trinity Church choir in San
Jose and at luncheons and teas
in the area.
"I come from a musical family
and I base always teen interested in singing. But I am a
music major quite by accident,"
she pointed out.
She came to SJS to major in
librarianship and has earned her
B.A. degree in that field.
"I never believed I was good
enough to make a career of singing until I received encouragement from my family and professors."
ENCOURAGEMBENT
She said Maurine Thompson,
professor cl Music, has given
her much encouragement and
has helped het develop her voice
to where it is.
William Erlendson, professor
of music and instructor of piano,
has also gis en her -invaluable
counseling arrl as ice."
Miss Chase is working toward
a degree in music and is here
on a scholarship from Mu Phi
Epsilon, professional music society, of which she is an active
member.
After Miss Chase completes
her studies at SJS, she plans to
work in librarianship and will
definitely continue with her
singing, she said.
ENJOYS FOLKSINGING
The voice major enjoys singing
arias, or long recitations and
melodies of lamentation. She
also enjoys folksinging.
Some of her favorite singers
Include Eileen Farrell, well
known soprano singer, Kathleen
Ferrier, contralto, and Leontyne
Price, soprano.
"A lot of hard work goes into
singing, and most people don’t
realize how much is involved,"
expressed the singer.
PRACTICES
She spends two or three hours
a day vocalizing, learning music, technique and phrasing. She
also does exercises in breath
control and tone quality.
"But the hard work and long
hours of practice are needed to
bring about the feeling of a
job well done," she said.
"After I have performed I
feel a little weak-kneed and
very happy," concluded Miss
CI

least-)
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MOTOR HOTEL

Every room
a suite
Two-room suite
for price of bedrooll.
Singles from Nit
doubles from $10.
*Free 24:hour ilmmtsins tonics to
and from airport with frost direct
phone service from airport lbw
gage counter to hotel.
*Taking an earn morning flight?
Sleep at hotel, leave your car there
free of charge and use limousine
SefOCO to and from airport. Savo
on parking fen.
*Direct dial phones in entry MIL
Full room service including food.
Restaurant, coffee shop. Fre*
Air conditioning. Heated pool. IV.

4200 W. Century Blvd.

JOHN C. VIERHUS

INGLEWOOD, CALIF.

1645 S. Bascom Ave.
Campbell

677-1155
In,:nIft70%riCPort
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Women Fear Unconventional
Aspect of P.E. Participation
fly ART s:r
Daily Sports Editor
The department of physical education for women at SJS has included in its general statement,
"The technological progress of our
culture through a revolution of
eyberation
is
mass
producing
leisure for our populace and we
must now be ready to educate
students to use this leisure rationally and to their personal sati - fact ion.
"A minimum goal for each studimt should Include above average
proficiency in at least one Physical
activity and the ability and enthusiasm to participate In a number of activities."
Many female students atSJS
and other schools enjoy participation in intramural sports or corneel Rive sports, but others, howcver, have refrained from temptii
lion to participate primarily lweause they fear their participation
may be regarded as unconven/nal.

me what .1 difficult tin.
IV was
having.
The recent emphasis on American women’s track, however, has
produced such people as Wilma
Rudolph, the best female sprinter
I have ever seen.
"Here we are, however, watching San Jose Slate’s Sully
Griffith training with Pam and
Judy. Jr world record holders
like Pam and Jdy
or people like
u
Edith MaquIre or Wilma Rudolph
rained regularly n
Sally, she could probably hold
her own with anyhorlY."
stfortunately for Sally she eame

SJS Netters
Undefeated
For Season

Boasting an unblemished Iih
team mark and an individual
ma tch record (It 52-2, the San
Jose State tennis team will face
a nationally ranked team at 2:30
today when the University of California trots on the Spartans’
courts.
Coach Butch Krikorian’s netmen
"1 wish I could speak to girls
at every college in the U.S." said tuned for the Bears by crunching
Mrs. McQuiston. "Thus far, Ameri- San Francisco State 8-1 Friday.
Bob Marto, playing the n
her
can women have only concentrated
on the sprints. Their potential is one pordtion, took an easy 6-1,
6-1
victory and Bill Burns folunlimited. If they were encouraged to adopt a program such as lowed with a 6-1, 6-0 triumph.
Third
man Jack LeFever sucwe have for women athletes, I
shudder to think of the results." cumbed 6-1, 6-4, but Tom Spence,
Mrs. McQuiston, who has been Fred Russell, and Rich Gugat all
associated with Judy and Pam coasted to wins in the remaining
since they were 17, said that singles competition.
Gugat, a senior who has been
Australian women’s track is a popular sport in high school and sidelined most of the season, came
back to cop the first doubles
cellege.
"Girls in the U.S., in addition match with Murk) 6-4, 6-3.
Playing before an overflowing
to having unlimited potential due
to their higher standard of living and enthusiastic crowd of ovel
which is reflected in their dietary 2,000 people at Spartan gym Satand health habits, have among the urday night, six-time world champion Pancho Gonzales whipped 43best facilities in the world.
year-olct
anc o sogura
- ,
Si, manv American girls fool(.0111,1 oniv , and then teamed with Sacramenishly heBeve they’
lo’s Nick Carter to edge Segura
partivipate until they are marand Foothill coach Dick Gould 8-5.
Gonzales and Segura entertained
The competition and good felthe crowd with their Hope-Crosby
lowship offered In track circles,
like exchange of comments be- ,
’ever, is wonderful prepartween points and their numerous
tion for the role a young marother antics.
ried woman must play in the
After a questionable line call
went in favor of lionzales,
"In recent years women’s track the curly-haired champion said 1
in the U.S. has improved steadily. to Segura, "See, Punch.,. This
Rosie Anderson, 1956 U.S. worn- Is the advantage I always hold
en’s Olympic trick coach told over you."
Gonzales expressed his appreciation of the crowd after the
match, exclaiming that it was thel
best they had had in this part
of the country.
This view was expressed by
Mrs. Marie MeQuirdon, secretary of the Victoria Women’s
Associat
, who visited here
recently along with Pam KUh,oriuu’ and Judy Amore, world
record holders In their respective
events in track and field.

All-College Title
Playoff Tonight

The Awful-Awfuls and Alpha
Tau Omega will square off this
evening at 7 in the Men’s Gym
Inc the All -College Intramural
Basketball Championship.
Tonight’s game will he the first
of a best of three series. The
second game will be played tomorrow night at the same time.
Ditto for Thursday if the series
should go the entire three games.
Theta Chi and the Cal Hawaiians
are the favorites in the six-man
volleyball competition which is
scheduled to begin Thursday. All
contestants lire advised by Intramural Director Dan Unruh to
cheek the intramural board in
the Men’s Gym for playing time.
Here is some hot news for prospective umpires. Unruh is looking
Ion qualified men to work the
softball games coming up soon. All
interested men are asked to check
with Unruh in MG 121 for details,

Birdie Tourney
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"As it is, we are Just here for
a day. From what I understand,
Sally usually has to train alone.
I feel this is tragic.
"It is not necessarily the American girls’ fault. I see no season
a lc . track cluhs such as those in
Australia cannot be formed. Even
wit taut the clubs, why ean’t the
hoys encourage the girls who have
!shown talent in phyical etluere
lion classes to train %ith them.
"Look at thos, girls (Sally,
Judy and Pam).
hey eerlainly
are feminine. If I thought the
average WOORIO athlete fulfilled
the 11111.44.111i1O inoige that ’nest
people...m.1%ton 1 would he a’y
disappointed. Perhaps one of the
iiiet appealing aspeets et’
men’s track for 1114. i. ill girl.
hate utilized the activity to eiiIguire their femininity rather
iii sit detract from it.
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(Rich
CHAMPION CHEWSenior
Rich Chew qualified for the
national gymnastics tournament by placing fifth in the side horse
in the western regionals at SJS. Chew and coach Clair Jennett
will depart Thursday for Southern Illinois University where the
national tournament is held.

Spartans Face SCU;
B eat Nevada Twice

"I am 1!cilvmely impressed with
the kindness and warmth extended
hy the people I have met
in the
U.S. I firmly believe that friendly.
.
petition
athletics Is the ide)
to international good will. The
U.S. is certainly doing its part."

San Jose State’s baseball team.
fresh from a doubleheader \
over the University of Neva, Lt.
meets the University of Santa
Clam tonight al 7 at Bud; Shay,
Stadium,
The Spartans are now 7-11 on
the season, and are gunning for
the Broncos. SJS was burned the
last time the two teams met, as
the Spartans lost 13-5.
Itighthander Gary Strom (3-3)
will get the green light as starting pitehee for this evening’s
game. Scorn pitched in the first
game Saturday, won by the Spartans 2-1. Although Strom is getting a rest of only two days, head
coach Ed Soliczak feels Gary is
II ady.
’l le only threw 91 pitches Sid :0-(iity in the nine innings le(
Sohczali pointed out, all
Iii’ should be in good shape."

Spartan Merbabes
Topple Leigh High

’10:30 TONIGHT!
Campus Caravan
:
t
I
’
I
’
’

Soft Swing -Folk-Comedy

Sobczak believes tonight’s game
will be closer than many people
think.
"Santa Clara is mentally down
after its trip to Southern California, and they will try and get
back up at our expense. However,"
Sobczak added, "we are riding on
a three game winning streak and
he boys are in good shape."

Open Tonife ’HI 9

105.7L

B001(PROGRAMMED

STORE

1

WINCHELL’S
DONUTS

COFFEE
DONUT
18c
Party Discounts on
5 Dozen or more

5th & Santa Clara
297- 10 15
Open 24 Hours

A singles badminton tournament
for men and women will be held
Wednesday April 7 from 6:30 to
10 in the PER Building. Sign-ups
will be held this week March 29 April 2 from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
front of the Spartan Bookstore and
cafeteria.

Cords - 4 colors
Slim -Fits - 5 colors
Californian’s - 3 colors
Sta-Prests - 2 color (2 styles)
Reg. Levi’s

RAPPORT’S
241 S. 1st St.

yot’rlisleetletailstlefetsts...10

292-4014
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Winterland Ski Center
Spring Ski

SALE

prince of the guitar
has arrived in the musical world:
John Williams,. .God has laid a finger
on his brow, and it will not be long
before his name becomes a byword
in England and abroad, thus
contributing to the spiritual
domain of his country. ANDRIS SEGOVIA
In "Columbia Records Presents
John William,: this extraordinary
irtuoso performs works of Bach,
Albeniz, Tarrega, Tarim Ponce
and Sagreras. And in a brand-no
album, "Virtuoso Music for Guitar," you will hear more of his
amazing artistry. Add both of these
Columbia Masterworks I p’s In
inn- collection.
’1111 SOUND OF GENIUS
(IN ( olJAMIA RI CORDS

Skis, poles, pants, parkas, boots, everything the skier
needs, that’s right, everything, and all quality equipment at more than reasonable prices. Choose from
Nordica, Molitor, and Koflach buckle boots, Dartmouth and A & T poles, Kastle, Hart, and Sohler
skis, Libos, Dior, McGregor, Edelweiss, Aspen and
55
Pepper ski pants. Also choose from a variety of
1,000 turtleneck sweaters.
45
,45

Winferland Ski Center
440 S. Winchester Ave.

San Jose

Acrws from the famous Winchester Mystery House
Martel Mellor, ManagerPhone 244-0880
Open Mon., Thurs., Fri., 10 a.m.- 9 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Sat., 10 a.m. 530 p.m.
1.01,,,A.W.W.4;WWo

,

Music

Uolutubia
R000rds
presents

John
Williams
ML 6005, MS 6608

151#taa
FDwiLLIAMS

Palle
Villatohns
branadas
CastelnuesoTedesco
odeson
ML 6096, MS 6696

Ste roe
.:‘ 1

.7

Falcon
Parachute
’
Center
For InformaCon c.11 341-4172
C

On eaMpligwith
(By the author ’’ Rally Bound the Flag, Boyar,
"Dobie
etc.)

College life is such a busy

011e, 51151 %Oh learning the Maxixe,
attending public executions, and walkilig our cheetahs, that perforce we find ourselves soniet lines logIvet iulg our studies. Therefore this column, normally a veliiele for innocent tomfoolery,

will occasionally forego levity to (der a quick survey course in
one of the learned disciplines. Tot lay, for an opener, we will disCUBS NICACI’ll European History.
Strictly defined, Modern European Ilistory covers the history
of Europe front January 1, 1964, to tie present. However, in
order to provide employment for more teachers, the course has
been moved back to the Age of Pericles, or the Renaissance, as
it is better known as.
The single most important fact to remember about Modern
European History is the emergence of Prussia. As we all know,
Prussia was originally called Russia. The "P" was purchased
front Persia in 1874 for $24 and Manhattan Islatal. This later
became known as Guy Fawkes Ito.
Persia without a "1"’ was of tour,. called
ThiS so embarrassed the natives that they eltabged the name of the
country to Iran. This led
a rash If II:1111P changing. :Mesopotamia became Iraq, Schleswig-Milstein became Saxe-Coburg,
Bosnia-Herzegovina became Cleveland. There was even talk
about changing the name of stable old England, but it was forgotten when the little princes escaped from the Tower and in-

vented James Watt. This later became known as the Missouri,
Compromise.

Only 1014 10 ck Ili

25-40% OFF

’*$

iftb,

$35.00

!do I/ thl

GI ring n
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Johann Guttialwrg was quietly invent ing the printing press, for which we may all be grateful, believe you me. Why
grateful? I’ll tell you why: Because wit Is lit lutialln.rg’s invention you would not have this newspaper to read coid you might
never learn that Personna Stainless Steel Itazor Ill:Ides are now
available in two varietiesthe regular double-edge blade we
have all come to know WO love, end the new Pert:mina Injector
Blade. Users of injector razors have grown morose in recent
years. even sullen, :mil Nhu can blame them? How would you
feel if you were denierl I lie speed anti comfort and durability and
truth and beauty of Personna Stainless Steel shaving? Not very
jolly, I’ll wager! But injector shavers may now rejoiceindeed
all shavers mayfor whether you ECIIIONT your whiskers regularly or injectorly, there is a Personna blade for youa Personae Stainless Steel Blade which will give you more luxury
shaves than Beep-Beep or any other brand you might name. If
by chance you don’t agree, the makers of Personna will gladly
buy you a pack of any brand you think is better.
Yes, friends, we may all be grateful to Johann Gutenberg for
inventing the means to spread this great news about Personna.
The next time you’re in Frankfurt -am -Maim why don’t you
drop in and say thanks to Mn, Gutenberg? He is elderly-408
years last birthdaybut still quite active in his laboratory. Only
last week he invented the German short-haired pointer.
But I digress. Returning to Modern European History, let
us now examine that ever-popular favorite, France.
France, as we all know, is divided into several Departments.
There is the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Gas
and Wider Department, and the Bureau of Weights and Measurer+. There is also Meditate Pompadour, but t hat is a dirty story
anti is taught only to graduate students.
Filially we take up It
newest European net ion. Italy
did not become a unified state until 1848 when Garibaldi, Cayour,
and Victor Emmanuel threw three coins in the Trevi Fountain.
This lovely gesture so enchanted all of Europe t lad ’Metternich
traded Parma to Talleyrand for tIrled Ludwig of Bavaria. Then
everybody waltzed till dawn and them tired but happy, they
started the Thirty Years B’ar. Tills later became known as Pitt
Me:111%1’161v

STUDENTS!!
Levi’s - Levi’s - Levi’s

SKY DIVE

IS EUROPE?

WINCHELL’S
DONUTS

KREP

Rich Chew, SJS senior gymnast. l’oppola non fie, mot the sic
has been practicing two hours esemmls. Malcom wilt., seored
daily on the side horse in prepara- ’ Important seconds and thirds
tion for the NCAA meet this in practically all the events,
making an important contribuweekend.
"Rich practiced about four 110111s tion to time narrow victory.
a day prior to the regionals," said
SJS defeated Palo Alto High
coach Clair Jennett, but he tie. School
67.5-52.1 in
he second
voted time to all six events in Ilif 4I
551,1(
f ely
lp1lIit
he all-around.
tient and McPhee scored
"Now that he will c
pele seconds or thirds in Us.’ of the
only in the side horse in the six events, lk. Sias I irst in tumnationals he has had time to bling and trampoline, Coppola’s
coneentrate on that event anti weakest events. Tumbling, howI am confident he can defeat ever, is not included in college
all the gymnasts who placed competition,
ahead of him in the side horse
Other freshman members of the
In the regional.
SJS team are Dan Stowell, paral"Al Miyamoto, wno placed sixth lels: Bob Matkovieh, side horse
in the regionals, was 10th in the and rings: and Steve Brazis, tramNCAA last year. The side horse poline and horizont.,1 bar
Is a precarious event, however, in
national competition. There is
Learn to
practically no opportunity to recover after a mistake. The sis
placers will have few flaws in
Complete ground (our,
their routine."
Equipment Air Craft
In freshman gymnastic compeJumprnasfer
tition, Tony Coppola led
the

’ Strom gave up only four hits while Spartababes to victories in their
first two meets. The Spartabate’s
’triking out six.
Sobezak was pleased with the travel to Ignacio Valley Ilieli
pitching of both Strom and Bill School today.
In the opening meet Of the
Schmidt (1-21r who came on in
relief to earn a 3-2 win in 11 season, the Spartabahes defeated Hillsdale High SCION)! 69-61,
innings.

j EXPERTLY
CC
E-4

T-5

Chew Works Hard
To Make Nationals

(_

to st, two years later than
Mary lila Rao, India’s W JJJJJ
track .1:Ir.)

The Spartan freshman swimmers
conclude their 1965 season after
this week, paying a visit to the
Olympic Club, San
Francisco,
Wednesday night, 7:30, and playing host to *the San Jose City
College (S,ICC) Jaguars, Friday,
3:30 p.m.
"The Olympic Club has several
Olympic swimmers on its team,"
SJS head coach, Tom O’Neill.
"SJCC has one of the best teams
it has ever had."
The SJS aquababes took a
match
from the Leigh
High
School Varsity in competition held
Saturday in the Spartan pool.
Several frosh records fell, as
the Spartababes downed the high
schoolers 54-41 in the chlarinefilled pool water.
Setting new record’s Were [sackstroker Ed Mathewson I 57.0) in
the 100 yard backstroke; the Spartan 200 yard medley relay team
I,1:46.3); and the Spartan 200 yard
freestyle relay team 11:34.11.
Diver Bill Anderson scored a
Wei ime best of 159.6 points to win
the (living.

c\

2_

riiEy Ricip:
HEM& TNE 53

sr tIrr Vs: 11

the Younger.
Space does not Krmit nie to tell you any more about Modern
European History. Aren’t you glad?
*

*

*

el963. Max Magma

And aren’t you glad you tried Personna’ Blades? You’ll be
eren gladder when you try the arrive( earnpaniOn Ii, Persorma:
new Burma Share’ . It soaks rings around any other lather!
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Spartan
Sports Plc
*

BEGINNING APRIL 16

PSA

* 5 RUNNER-UP *
* PRIZES
*
TO

*

TOMORROW !

TICKETS
UNITED ARTISTS THEATER

ROUND-TRIP FLIGHT TO
LOS ANGELES BY PSA JET

s

727 FAN-JET

1st PRIZE

"mama/

The unconventional
love affair
that began
at a

./*

Here’s How You Enter This Week’s Baseball Contest

Watch for the Spartan Sports Picks page in the SPARTAN DAILY every Tuesday for your
entry blanks.
2. Fill out the entry blanks by listing the asterisk(*) merchandise special found in each of the
sponsor’s ads and select your sports picks by marking the appropriate box. To receive
LISC vs. CALL)
credit for a tie, you must predict it by marking the "tie" box. Do not neglect to indicate
your answer to the special tie breaker question each week. Do not indicate any scores.
1.1
3. Complete your entry by printing your name, address, phone number, and ASB card numPACIFIC SOUFHWESr AIRLINES SUPER ELECTRA JETS
ber on the entry blank.
For Reservations:
4
4. Bring your entries to room J207 in the Journalism and Advertising Building between the
Call 761-0818 or See Your Local Travel Agent
hours of 2:00 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. No entry will be
IAN FRANCISCO OAKLAND LOS ANGELES
\
accepted
after 4:30 p.m. on Thursday. Do not mail your entry.
\1\
,IOLLYWOOD BURBANK SAN DIEGO
5. Watch for the winners in next week’s SPARTAN DAILY. Do not call or come in person to
1
the SPARTAN DAILY office to find out the week’s winner. The winner will be notified.
K
_...-.40.- .J7.4,.."--Gersorz=coar..0-400,-=...ozonomose.ere...,--e-.e...-...ce."....:4::::^...e.."--/.;:":":"..--"ze:":":".-,:>:::sc."--e...zr:..scce.,:r..r..e:"-r-e-r-o--r3ce-.P
LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

I.

42 MINUTES
55 MINUTES
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EVERSHARP Tip-Wic Pens*
Porsyn fine tips, refillable with
ink or cartridges

includes pen, extra tip,

converter

0
N

"DEAR
HEART"

A MARTIN MANULIS r

HIT
PAULcNE

sa

JACKIE GLEASON

HUSTLER"

UCSB vs. SANTA CLARA (i)
..e.P.P.,-..e."--441* ..e."

Columbia Records

Exquisite PIERCED EARRiNGS*
from Hudson’s

Preents:s

ti
51.49

Special Offer

"n"ntin
in New
York

111

sze-

...escrzezc

ill

1

I

GLENN FORD
and.
GERALDINE PAGE

b.i

///

"Here at Roberts we have
21 different kinds of
study aids for studying
students. Things like college outlines, brief notes,
critical commentarie-,
Data Guides, dictionaries,
synopsis . .."

E. POWER BIGGS

and car4ridges

CAL BOOK

,.;., 4)
’16r

0

CS
0

8

134 E. San Fernando

Bach Organ Favorites*

S’

USC

San Jose, Calif.

UCSB vs. SANTA CLARA (.0

Just the added touch of jewelry to set
off your NEW spring hat. Pierced Ear
rings from Hudson’s.

vs. CAL (j)

S
!, ,s
‘i

LHOUSEIORECORDS

HUDSON’S JEWELERS
275 S. 1st Street
San Jose, California

GIANTS vs. L. A. ANGEL’,

b0

BOOK STORE
OPEN TONITE ’TIL 9

3 d at San Fernando One block from Campus
tk.
0

330 SO. 10th

CAL STATE vs. S. F. STATE

te..,:n0C0C.C4:/.7

Happy Hour*

FRAMED

Dance to The "Apostles
Thursday
Friday

8. 10 P.M.
8:30 - 9:30 P.M.

t

k:
\
S

AN ATTRACTIVE. STURDY
MULTI PURPOSE
UTILITY TABLE

BEER
Fri. Happy
Hour
Large Pitcher
$1.00
Large Mug
250

Thurs. Happy
Hour
Large Pitcher

854
Large Mug
204

Pizza

-

Cnme in aml sop Dr.

COMMA LENS CENTIR

123 S. Third St.

294.1454

11=

I=1

Spartan Sports Picks

C-cod Only for Wed., March 31

frames with contact lenses.*

CONTACT LENS CENTER
Phone

,41

Approximately 26 Inches HighTable Top 16"x30"
tf,itural FinishesBirch or Walnut

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

CY 7-5174

862 North 13th

We Deliver

SJS vs. U. OF PACIFIC

10,
Em Elm mei Em me um mu mu mu Imm mEl
ERN ME NEIRI NM NM ME
MARK ONE OF THESE BOXES
Advertiser
Merchandise Special Visitor
Tic
Home

292-8119

GIANTS vs. CLEVELAND

-Right on Campus.’

USC vs. SANTA CLARA

UCSB vs. Cal
I 1111E 1=1

When You Bring In
This Ad

He’ll show you how to get rid of those unsightly glass

200 Discount on all food to SJS Students
417
So. First
Street

One Large Pizza*

5

Spaghetti

Ravioli

$100

k

CONTEST RULES

PSA

USC

Cal I’)

United Artists

UCSII

Santa Clara I 1

I. Only currently enrolled San Jose State College students may enter.
.2 Students are limited to one entry per person.
3. All entries become the property of the SPARTAN DAILY.
4. The SPARTAN DAILY and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for any

NAME

Cal look

Giants

I.. A. Angels

5. An entry must be filled out completely with no erasures in order to be considered

ADDRESS

Roberts look

Cal State

S. F. State

House of Records

UCH

Santa Clara I I

Hudson’s

USC

Cal I I

Spartan Hub

UCSO

Cal

Contact Lens

USC

Santa Clara

Cuggino’s Pun

Giants

Clk-ur Innd

ENTRf

BLANK

ENTRY BLANK

CITY
PHONE ..
ASB CARD NO.

TIE-BREAKER QUESTION:
What will be the total runs
;cored in these games?

Spartan look

SJS

U

i First Game of a double header
j: Second Game of a double header

of Pacific

entries that are lost or stolen.

by the judges.

6. In the event that two or more entries have the some number of correct selections, the contestant who becomes closest to the special tie-breaker question
will be the winner.
7. All complimentary flight passes awarded on Pacific Southwest Airlines expire on
September 1, 1965.
8. The SPARTAN DAILY reserves the right to correct errors, to extend deadlines
and to make necessary additions or corrections to these rules.
9. Persons so designated by the SPARTAN DAILY shall constitute the panel of
judges. Their decisions shall be final regarding both determination of winners
for awarding of prizes and for deciding on disqualification for any reason whether
through entry faults or evidences of collusion or any other ineligibility.
10. Entry submission signifies entrant’s acceptance of all contest rules and of the
judges’ decisions.
12. In case a scheduled game is cancelled, all entries for that particular game will
be disregarded. The remainder of the games in the contest will be used to determine the winner.

